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On-off intermittency and intermingledlike basins in a granular medium
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Molecular dynamic simulations of a medium consisting of disks in a periodically tilted box yield two
dynamic modes differing considerably in the total potential and kinetic energies of the disks. Depending on
parameters, these modes display the following features:~i! hysteresis~coexistence of the two modes in phase
space!; ~ii ! intermingledlike basins of attraction~uncertainty exponent indistinguishable from zero!; ~iii ! two-
state on-off intermittency; and~iv! bimodal velocity distributions. Bifurcations are defined by a cross-shaped
phase diagram.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Granular media are of great technological and scien
interest, most of their peculiar collective behavior not occ
ring in liquids or solids.~For reviews, see Refs.@1–4#.!

A number of researchers have found hysteresis, and
coexisting attractors in granular media@5–13#. In a recent
work, where we considered four or less disks in a tw
dimensional periodically tilting box, we reported on hyste
esis involving the coexistence of an ordered and a disord
state@14#. We showed in that work that there exist para
eters for which the system hops aperiodically between th
two states~on-off intermittency!; for other parameters, we
found that any neighborhood of an initial condition leadi
to one state contains initial conditions leading to the ot
state. We demonstrated that this latter phenomenon occ
in our case due to the fact that initial inaccuracies~existing
both in simulations and in experiments! are amplified during
highly disordered transients, so as to become as large a
whole system within a time smaller than the transient~see
also Ref.@15#!; the basins of attraction thus behave as if th
were intermingled@16–19# because of the unavoidable lim
tations in accuracy.

Our previous work with the tilting box@14# had two
strong restrictions:~i! We considered onlyn51, 2, 3, or 4
disks, so that we excluded the collective behavior emerg
in granular media; and~ii ! we hold the lengthb of the edge
of the square box tob52R(n11), whereR is the radius of
the disks. The reason for this latter restriction was tha
smaller box considerably restricts the movement of the dis
while a larger box diminishes the number of collisions a
thus reduces the disordering that is necessary for interm
gling.
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In the present work we investigate a system such as
presented in Ref.@14#, but with a much larger numbern of
particles, so that we can consider it as a granular medi
Furthermore, we will loosen our restriction of a fixed valu
of b and will thus look at the influence of the size of the b
at a fixed number of particles.

II. METHODS

We consider a two-dimensional square box oscillat
around a pivotP, as illustrated in Fig. 1~a!. This oscillation is
described byf5A cos(2pt/t), wheref is the angle between
the vertical line passing throughP ~shown as a continuou
line! and the straight line connectingP with the tipT ~shown
dashed!. n5105 disks are placed inside this box, and sim
lations are performed using molecular dynamics@20#. Each
disk is described by its positionrW i , its velocity vW i and the
magnitude of its angular velocityuwW i u. For the disk-disk and
the disk-edge interactions we use the same parameters
force laws as in Ref.@14#, where we had motivated the mod
els’s assumptions in accordance with optimizations and
periments given in Refs.@21,22#. We setR5531023 m, the
densityr to 2.53103 kg m23 and t50.25 s. If the overlap
z52R2urW i2rW j u.0, then the disks repel each other with
normal force equal to FW n

( i )5@Yz3/22gnAz(vW i2vW j )n̂#n̂

~Hertz theory with viscoelastic dissipation@23#!. n̂5(rW i

2rW j )/urW i2rW j u, Y5105 kg m21/2 s22, gn530 kg m21/2 s21.
The shear force is given byFW s

( i )52 v̂s•min(gsuvWsu,nsuFW n
(i)u),

where v̂s5vW s /uvW su. vW s5vW i2vW j2@(vW i2vW j )n̂#n̂1RnW 3(vW i

1vW j ) is perpendicular ton̂. The first argument of the shea
force describes the viscous flow and the second one the C
lomb sliding friction.gs520 kg s21; ns50.45. The interac-
tion with an edge was computed as an interaction with
symmetrically placed disk. The integration time step was
to 1025 s using a Gear predictor-corrector algorithm@20#.

For the characterization of the basins of attraction,
©2002 The American Physical Society14-1
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FIG. 1. ~a! Scheme of the mechanical device. The tipT of a square box oscillates around the pivotP; f5A cos(2pt/t). ~b! ‘‘Ping-pong’’
mode.~c! ‘‘Quasiconfined’’ mode.~b!,~c! A526.5°, b580R. From left to right:f50,A,0,2A,0; the last pictures show the probabilit
density for the position of the particles.
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checked the scaling lawf (e)}ea, wherea is the so-called
uncertainty exponent~see, e.g., Refs.@14,15,17,19#!. f (e) is
the probability that two initial points in phase space lead
different attractors;e quantifies the distance between the
points. An indication for intermingling of basins is thata is
close to zero.

The initial conditions here were set by placing the dis
inside the box in a hexagonal grid within an equilateral
angle. Each side of this triangle consisted of 14 disks. Fo
initializations, one side of the triangle was parallel to t
lower right edge of the box. The box starts its tilting motio
at f5A. In order to quantify the initial conditions, we use
the Cartesian coordinate systemC with origin atP andx axis
corresponding to the lower right edge of the box. For
evaluation off (e) we considered~in C) N initial positionsxW k

and xW k1eW r(k51,2, . . . ,N) of the disk at the lowest corne
of the triangle. Note that the initial conditions are contain
in the phase subspace in which all disks are within the e
lateral triangle and all velocities, relative to the box, are ze
We placed thexW k equidistantly on the considered region
the plane. For eachxW k and a givene, eW r was chosen ran
domly, such thatueW r u was uniformly distributed within ]0,e].

III. RESULTS

In the parameter domain investigated here (A<45°,
50R<b<130R), we found two dynamic modes. In one o
them, which we call ‘‘pingpong’’~PP! mode, the particles are
launched back and forth between the right and the left co
of the box, as illustrated in Fig. 1~b!. In the other one, which
we call ‘‘quasiconfined’’~QC! mode, the particles stay in th
neighborhood of the pivotP, as illustrated in Fig. 1~c!.

For both modes we obtain clustering due to inelastic c
lapse, as in other granular media~see, e.g., Ref.@24#!: a

FIG. 2. Granular temperatureTgran vs time t for the ‘‘ping-
pong’’ mode~continuous curve! and for the ‘‘quasiconfined’’ mode
~dashed curve!. Upper horizontal scale: anglef. @Parameters as in
Figs. 1~b! and 1~c!.#
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concentration of particles increases the energy loss du
collisions, which in turn favors their concentration. In th
QC mode, a cluster~sliding along the edges aroundP) is
present at all times, while a fraction of the particles acco
panies it in a gaslike state@see Fig. 1~c!#. Contrarily, for the
PP mode a gaslike state occurs for all particles whenufu
changes fromA to zero @right after the second and fourt
pictures in Fig. 1~b!# and alternates with clustering. Cluste
ing is strongest forf50 @vertical PT; first, third, and fifth
pictures in Fig. 1~b!# because then cooling is most strong
supported by inelastic collisions with the edges (udf/dtu is
maximum!.

Figure 2 illustrates the time dependence of the granu
temperatureTgran , which is defined as the kinetic energ
~averaged over all disks!, considering the disk velocities rela
tive to the center of mass.Tgran for the two attractors are low
and similar @'1 –231026 J# when most of the disks are
confined in a corner of the box. In the QC mode~dashed
curve in Fig. 2! there is slight increase ofTgran for f50,
since then gravity minimizes the lever arm of the box edg
this minimizes the energy loses by collisions with the edg
and causes a~slight! increase of the number of disks that g
into the hotter, gaslike state. In the PP mode~continuous
curve in Fig. 2! there is a much larger~nearly threefold!
increase ofTgran ; this occurs when all disks are detach
from the edges of the box and go into a gaslike state~see
preceding paragraph!.

FIG. 3. Regions in parameter space. (A, oscillation amplitude;
b, length of the edge of the box.! The arrow indicates the change i
conditions corresponding to Fig. 5. QC: the ‘‘quasiconfined’’ mo
is the only attractor. PP: the ‘‘ping-pong’’ mode is the only attract
B: the two attractors coexist. S: there is intermittent switching
tween the two modes.
4-2
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The appearance of the PP and of the QC mode, depen
on A and b, is shown in Fig. 3. In the regionB there is
birhythmicity, i.e., both modes coexist as attractors. In
region S, both modes are repellers and there are no o
modes; in this region the system switches in an aperio
way between the PP and the QC mode, i.e., the so-ca
two-state on-off intermittency takes place@17#.

Basins of attraction in phase space, occurring in regioB
of Fig. 3, are illustrated in Fig. 4. Figures 4~a! and 4~b! show
the fates of the system after setting the initial conditionsxW k in
the displayed regions of the plane~the coordinate system i
C, as defined in Sec. II!. Figure 4~a! shows that placing the
initial triangle close toP leads to the QC mode@black region
at the lower left of Fig. 4~a!#, while placing it farther up leads

FIG. 4. ~a! Basins of attraction for the ‘‘quasiconfined’’ mod
~black! and for the ‘‘ping-pong’’ mode~white!. R: radius of the
disks;A524°,b560R. ~b! Enlargement showing the interminglin
of the basins.~c! Probability f ~evaluated withN51000) that two
initial conditions in~b! lead to different attractors vs the maximu
distancee between these points.
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to the PP mode@white region at the upper right of Fig. 4~a!#.
As illustrated in Fig. 4~a! and in the enlargement in Fig. 4~b!,
we found a region between the black and the white doma
in which we could not detect white or black open sets.
other words, in any neighborhood of an initial configurati
leading to the PP mode there exists an initial configurat
leading to the QC mode, and vice versa. This is a beha
also found for intermingled basins@16–18#. A quantification
is given in Fig. 4~c!; here, we show that the probabilityf is
independent ofe, i.e., the uncertainty exponenta is indis-
tinguishable from zero. This means that any increase in
accuracy of the initial conditions is of no help for improvin
predictability of the attracting mode. Closer inspection
vealed that this behavior is caused here by the same rea
as in Refs.@14,15# ~see Sec. I!. In fact, disk-disk collisions
amplify initial inaccuracies to sizes as large as the wh
system within times much shorter than the transients tak
place before the PP or QC modes are reached.

Choosing the situation in Fig. 1 to compare the coexist
attractors from the energetic point of view, we found th
there the total energies~averaged over time! of the two
modes differ by a factor of 4.0. In particular, the total pote
tial energies differ by a factor of 2.4 and the total kine
energies by a factor of 5.3. We set the potential to zero at
minimum obtained by starting from 1000 random distrib
tions of the disks in the box and setting~for A526.5° and
b580R) the period equal tot52 s, which is long enough to
prevent the gaslike behavior.

Figure 5 illustrates the changes of the system’s beha
as regionS is crossed by holdingb constant and increasingA
along the arrow shown in Fig. 3. The upper pictures sh
typical time series for the center of mass, the pictures in
middle are stroboscopic plots of phase variables of the ce
of mass, and the lower pictures are the corresponding ve
ity distributions. In Fig. 5~a! ~lowestA) only the QC mode is
.

r
-

FIG. 5. Modes for increasing
A at constantb5100R and cross-
ing regionS, as shown by the ar-
row in Fig. 3. All scales are linear

xW : vector pointing from the pivot
P to the center of mass. Uppe
pictures: time series of the dis

tance uxW u. Middle: stroboscopic

plots for uxW u and udxW /dtu; 40
points per box-tilting period are
plotted. Lower pictures: probabil-
ity distribution of the magnitudes
of the particle velocities.~a! A
527.7° ~region QC in Fig. 3!. ~b!
A528.5° ~regionS in Fig. 3!. ~c!
A528.7° ~region S). ~d! A
529.5° ~region PP in Fig. 3!.
4-3
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an attractor. In Figs. 5~b! and 5~c! the system hops aperiod
cally between the QC and the PP mode; it spends most o
time in the QC mode in the case of Fig. 5~b!, and most of the
time in the PP mode in the case of Fig. 5~c!. ~Note the cor-
responding changes in the bimodal velocity distributions.! In
Fig. 5~d! ~largestA), only the PP mode is an attractor.

IV. DISCUSSION

Some of the features of our system have been reported
other granular media. These features are: hysteresis~see
Refs.@5–13#!, bimodal velocity distributions~as in Ref.@25#!
and simultaneous existence of clustered and gaslike part
~see Refs.@6,26#!. Note that simultaneous appearance of lo
speed and high-speed particles does not always imply a
modal velocity distribution, but may be observable as a
formation of the tails of a one-peaked Maxwell-distributio
~see, e.g., Ref.@27#!. Note also that the existence of tw
granular temperatures may be associated with differe
sized particles, the temperature of the larger particles be
higher than that of the smaller ones@28#.

In addition, we found features which have—to o
knowledge—not been reported so far in conjunction w
granular media. These are intermingledlike basins and t
state on-off intermittency. On-off intermittency has been
ported in a number of contexts involving nongranular s
tems; examples are: single particles in particular potent
@17,18#, coupled maps@29#, a mechanical system involvin
y

.
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springs @19#, optical systems@30#, one-dimensional maps
@31# and dynamo models of stellar activity@32#, discharge
plasmas@33#, and electrical circuits@34#. It is remarkable
that intermittency occurs in the present system for an inte
of the oscillation amplitudeA that is 20 times larger than fo
the system investigated previously with four disks or le
@14#.

As a final note, we remark that the diagram in Fig. 3 c
be associated with the cross-shaped phase diagrams tha
used for the design of chemical oscillators@35,36#. In those
cases, only two phase variables are involved, so that cha
not possible. Instead, there exist two steady states displa
hysteresis. However, in these chemical systems phase
grams show two crossing curves similar to Fig. 3; coex
ence of the steady states occurs on one side of the cros
point and oscillations on the other side. We leave it open
relate~within a generalized theoretical framework! this low-
dimensional phenomenon to our cross-shaped diagram
high-dimensional system.
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